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This POLICY FORUM issue summarises the achievements and deﬁcits of the Glion/Geneva informal
consultation process
and describes
the currently

held divergent positions of major players. With reference to several necessary conditions for success, the authors make concrete proposals for a
compromise-oriented
new
cycle that does
repeat the Science
mistakesand
of the
past.
SESAME, which stands
forNPT
Synchrotron-light
for not
Experimental
Applications
in the Middle East, is a large-scale techno-scientific project that

was established under the auspices of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and is set up according to the
model of the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva. This multilateral endeavour, located in Jordan, brings together experts and
1. After 19 years, major regional players of one essential issue: that (in)formal
researchers from the Mediterranean/Middle East, including from countries that do not have diplomatic relations (e.g. Israel and Iran, Cyprus and Turkey). It
Background
and Context:
sat for the ﬁ rst time around the same communication and conference processes,
is conceived primarily as a project combining research capacity-building with vital peacebuilding efforts. In principle, these efforts may include the manifold

The Traditional Core
table during the ﬁve informal multi- even if they do not lead immediately to
technical and cooperative dimensions of anti-terrorist activities related to weapons of mass destruction (chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear, or
Disagreement
and the
lateral meetings held between October an optimal goal such as nuclear disarCBRN), and also to disarmament and non-proliferation. The country where SESAME is located – Jordan – has been heavily involved in the fight against
Challenge
to Overcome It
2013 and June 2014.
mament in the Middle East/Gulf, are a
the so-called Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (IS).

2. The participants agreed on decision- vital component of any security strategy.
making by consensus as well as on Compromise-oriented policies as a key
This Policy Forum issue deals with the genesis of SESAME, and then describes its functioning, achievements, and potential benefits; the challenges it
his Cooperative Idea addresses the key
organisation, modalities, and rules of to progress are needed more than ever.
faces, especially funding; and its peacebuilding element. The SESAME project can be improved in concrete ways by meeting two peacebuilding-related
challenge of how to bridge the basic gap
procedures.
However, the issue of a road map will
criteria: firstly, by living up to its claim of being a contribution to rapprochement between the peoples of this conflict-torn region, whose security is affected
between the traditional “Peace First!”
only be touched on as a controversial issue
by national rivalries or violent non-state actors; and, secondly, by providing inputs for the users’ community without adversely affecting that community’s
(Israel) versus “Disarmament First!” Among the deﬁcits to be overcome are the during the Glion/Geneva Process (see
predominant focus on research. This Policy Forum aims at acquainting especially young scientists with the technical and cooperative dimensions of
(Egypt-led Arab states) positions. This following:
Box No. 1), since it is not mentioned in the
SESAME’s CBRN-related counter-terrorist activities, as well as its disarmament and non-proliferation measures. Such scientists can make use particularly
disagreement on conceptual regional 1. Arab countries have complained that relevant working papers submitted at the
of International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) programmes and of the nearby Amman-based academic and educational infrastructure.
security matters was the essential
the meetings were not (adequately) PrepCom in Vienna.
factor that impeded a joint agenda for
recorded.
the envisaged conference in Helsinki 2.
Amb. Laajava’s commuchagrin, Where
We Stand
in selection
the Context
spillEspecially
over to thetonon-proliferation
the assumption
that the
process
on
a zone free and
of weapons
did from
not send
high-level of
First NPT
PrepCom
Background
Contextof mass nity.many
Also,states
we start
the assumption
for the
SESAME’s
staff and
users’ communidestruction (WMD) and their delivery thatrepresentatives
whoofwould
have been
Vienna (2-12
May scientific
2017) excelthe major features
the Middle
East in
ty prioritises
applicants’
vehicles (DVs)/WMD/DVs-free zone. – unilateralism,
in a position military
to take decisions.
build-ups,
and
zelence,
although
political
and normative
s outlined
in Policy Fmainly
orum No. 1
In turn,
this disagreement
led to ro-sum thinking – are detrimental to the In
the aftermath
of the present
2015 NPT
RevCon,
factors
are,
of
course,
in all
stages
(Kubbig,
blue series is Three major unresolved issues remain:
the
failure2018),
of thethe
2015entire
Non-Proliferation
the
twoapplication
following and
contradictory
features
security
of
the
region.
In
our
view,
multiof
the
working
processes.
devoted to
exploring
the (potential)
role 1. The role of the United Nations can be observed: (1) organisational activTreaty
(NPT)
Review
Conference
lateralism, compromise, and the search for Former CERN Director-General Herwig
of
various
scientific/academic
communi(RevCon).
(UN) both in terms
of through
its concrete
at the ainternational
andinregional
level
solutions
dia- ities
Schopper,
central figure
the process
ties – especially those in the Middle East – politico-diplomatic
involvement
andand
theappropriate
overall framework
to
overcome
the SESAME,
stalemate of
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mechanisms
forums
of
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sources
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of
the
requiredforcommunication
and
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the
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real,
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reclear
in
his
presentation
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2016)
of conflict
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Process
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conference
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positions
on substantive
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substantive
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actors.
ME
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2017)
for
the
multilatstability
the region. In
previous 2. the above-mentioned gravest failure of The semi-ofﬁcial Moscow Conference
with
its inachievements
andour
unresolved
eral
project
the
“main
principle”
of
scienwork we have
focuseddevelopments
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Relevant
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May 2016
on “Devising
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“essential”
to
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ties: failed
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Its Structure
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security
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[a],politics
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non-proliferation
community
in that
time,
(2016)
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the
above-mentioned
achievements
of on
14Schopper
December,
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process
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of nucleby cognitive-scientific/scholarly
standards
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much
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Conference
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safety,
where,
despite
many
challenges,
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ble.”Disarmament
This principle
is somewhat
at NPT
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acknowledged so that any further efforts for dealing constructively with theby
with
a number of
second
actors
involved
in on
vital
and construc- challenge
mative criteria
suchthat
as does
peacebuilding
and stakeholders
with SESAME’s
peacebuilding
goal,Foreign
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present,
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Box No. 1: The Road Map as a Controversial Issue
For the Arab countries, a road map was an important element from early on, as the “Arab
proposal for 2012 conference Final declaration
document
2012
of policies
(butpaper/Elements
admittedly not for
necessarConference Final Document” shows. On the basis
the 1995 Resolution
on thethe
Middle
East
ilyofpolitics).
In this regard,
SESAME
and the 2010 Mandate/Middle East Action Plan, the
draft concluding
document
of the Helsinki
Council
has adopted
a resolution
that it
Conference should deﬁne and adopt a formalisedwould
conference
process or
following
the gathering.
not debate
issue statements
on
It should also draw up a detailed road map with any
concrete
to-be-met
and accountable
political
issuesdates
(Eliezer
Rabinovici,
reporting, speciﬁcally: the creation of three working
groups
on the WMD/DVs-free
zone; the
quoted
in Deighton,
2017).
convening of these working groups “on a regular basis every three months”; the convening
The
relationship
between
of a follow-up conference “on an annual basis until
the asymmetrical
zone is established”;
and the presenSESAME’s
research-related
priorities
and
tation of a “comprehensive report on the outcome of the 2012 Conference, and progress
its
peacebuilding
component
is,
of
course,
within the working groups, to be presented to successive NPT Review Conferences and their
respected in our concrete proposals. These
Preparatory Committee meetings”.

proposals are not meant to be intrusive and
are not
intended
challenge
specific
The “Sandra’s List” document of 26 November 2013
issued
by thetoOfﬁ
ce of the the
Facilitator,
self-understanding
of
SESAME’s
staff,
however, was vague and inconclusive on the issue of a road map, while the “Informal Orientation
which
focuses
on
scientific
research,
Paper” by the Facilitator’s Ofﬁce on 28 November 2014 presented the topics mentioned and
in
even
moreofsoaofcoordinating
its users’ community.
the following in brackets, i.e. as unresolved: the
creation
committee The
“to
we assume,
probably
foster the political dialogue in the region” and thelatter’s
setting Members,
up of two expert
groups,are
one
on the
not
really
interested
in
CBRN-related
properties of the zone and on veriﬁcation and compliance, and the other on unspeciﬁed conﬁissues,cooperation
and may not
have
heard
a great
dence- and security-building measure [CSBMs] and
in the
Middle
East.
Also,deal
in
about disarmament
and
non-proliferafurther steps to
enhance
security
a vague way, the “Informal Orientation Paper” “consider[s]
tion.
They
may
even
be
almost
completely
further
and cooperation in the region of the Middle East, including the convening of possible
averse (emphases
to politics. added).
Our proposals therefore
possibility
of
a
new
Conference”
Expert
Groups
and
the
» In our view, multilateralism,
do not aim to touch on or in any way uncompromise,
and
the
search
for
dermine
the self-understanding
of the
The strong differences in terms of concreteness and
the commitment
to establish a formalised
experts
who
constitute
this
users’
conference
process could not
be overcome. (All cited documents were tabled during comthe
politico-diplomatic
solutions
munity, who are presumably guided priGlion/Geneva consultations but not made public.).
through dialogue mechanisms
marily by scientific standards. These proposals areinvited
not meant
to Track
be an 1.5
attempt
to
and appropriate forums are the
Ministry
several
experts
politicise
SESAME,
but
rather
to
extend
ofﬁcials representing, among others,
ingredients for real, sustainable re and
this self-understanding
by offering
ways to
the
three co-conveners
(the Russian
gional security. «
substantiate
the
project’s
explicit
goal
of
Federation, United Kingdom [UK], and
peacebuilding,
which
needs
to
be
further
United States [US]).
developed. We focus on the modest role
of an informed
young)
scientist,
Indicating
that (mainly
the Arab
governments
not
the
demanding
(and
ideal)
dual
role of
wanted to play their active part
in
aovercoming
scientist and
well-versed
disarmament/
the stalemate of non-communon-proliferation
expert.
nication,
at the regional
level the SecretaryGeneral of the Arab League had already
Our sources
indicate
that
anda SESdecided
in March
2016
todonors
establish
Wise
AME’s
leadership
see
peacebuilding
and
Persons Commission consisting initially
bridge
building
as
by-products
of
cooperof six people, later extended to ten. The
ation among
scientists.who
We were
recognise
that
report
of the members,
requested
the
focus
on
scientific
matters
can
functo evaluate and propose new zone-related
tion as
form ofonprotection
against was
any
ideas
anda options
how to proceed,
malicious
inquiries
or
negative
allegations.
due in March 2017, immediately before the
And NPT
yet a PrepCom,
collaborative
does not
First
butattitude
the Commission
fall
fully
formed
from
heaven
but
needs to
did not issue an outcome document
be
nurtured.
Therefore,
with
the
informed
(Pugwash, 2017). On 25 January 2017
(young) scientistof in
the question
representatives
all mind,
three co-conveners
arises
as
to
whether
the
bodies
met in Amman with membersthatofguide
this
and govern the project find it meaningful
Commission.
to make the SESAME community familiar
in an informal
and cautious
way
with the
Whether
in Moscow,
Nagasaki,
or Amman,
manifold
technical
and
cooperative
in terms of substance, the vital dimendifferences especially among the major regional
actors could not be bridged. In Moscow,
everybody – not only the regional representatives, but also others – repeated the
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positions they held before the 2015 NPT
RevCon. This is why the Russian Foreign
Ministry did not plan a follow-up meeting
at
thatoftime.
The key
gathering
Nagasaki
sions
the three
areas ofinCBRN-rewas
variation disarmament,
on the theme.and
A very
short
lateda activities,
non-proForeign
Ministry
releaseallinbelong
Japanese
liferation.
These media
dimensions
in
only
mentionedof“that
meeting
was conheld
the portfolio
the the
IAEA,
which
without
any substance”.
In for
Amman,
the
ducts training
programmes
SESAME.
three
of thejointly,
co-conveners
Ideas representatives
could be developed
preferand
members
of the Amman-based
Wise Persons
ably the
through
the various
Commission
played with
the capacity-building
ping-pong game
institutions dealing
of
mutual
once again:
while
at the
nexusexpectations
between academia
and the
pothe
three
extra-regional
diplomats
stressed
litical
realm.
It would certainly
make
sense
the
need for
from the
Middle
to benefit
frominitiatives
this established
infrastrucEast/Gulf
to bridge
the gaps,
the Arabs
ture and these
institutions’
interconnected
in
turn asked the three co-conveners to
activities.
supply impulse proposals.
Because of the manifold and distinct
specifics
SESAME
our
This
is alsoofthethe
bottom
line ofproject,
the separate
proposals
are
focused
on
improving
the
working papers by Egypt and the 12 Arab
peacebuilding
element
of
this
large-scale
countries in the context of the First NPT
techno-scientific
project.
SESAME
PrepCom
in Vienna.
They
repeat can
the
hardly
work
as
a
model
for
great
traditional positions (including the
those
of
number
of Track
I.5, II, andbycombined
the
working
paperI, submitted
Bahrain
cooperative
aimed at
on
behalf of initiatives
the Arab Group
on strength22 April
ening
stability
and
security
in
theinregion
2015 during the NPT RevCon
New
across Seeing
all policy
their
York).
the fields.
ball toApart
be infrom
the court
different
magnitudes,
designs,
and
levels
of the co-conveners implies that the Arab
of investment,
these
initiatives
area in
most
countries
did not
come
up with
uniﬁ
ed
cases
characterised
by
a
different
self-unposition in Vienna on how to move forward
derstanding
thethe
experts
imon
the issue.among
And yet
crackswho
among
plement
them.
They
fall
basically
into
two
the Arab states are highly visible. It is not
groups:
as already
mentioned,
by
accident
that Egypt
lookedMembers
isolated of
in
the
first
group
are
guided
by
cognitive-sciVienna, while the group of the other 12
entific/scholarly
and sometimes
Arab
countries isstandards
not homogeneous.
by normative standards; the experts in the
second
category
of initiatives
as interWe
heard
different
stories act
from
Arab
est-guided
advocates
representing
interest
decision-makers in personal encounters
at
groups
institutions
usually
specific
the
FirstorNPT
PrepCom.
Somewith
representamissions
instrumentalising
knowledge
tives
told and
us that
the disagreement
was only
to
pursue
their
specific
interests
and goals
a matter of tactics – the Secretary-General
(Kubbig,
2018).
of
the Arab
League, reﬂecting the majority
of the members, had decided accordingly.
These proposals
appear –asKuwait,
recommendaThree
Gulf countries
Saudi
tions
at
the
end
of
this
P
olicy Forum,
Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates –
while inthe
preceding
sections
with
were
favour
of making
use ofdeal
the First
SESAME’s
genesis,
functioning,
achievePrepCom by coming up with a position
ments,asand
benefits,
asuencing
well asthe
thedebate
chalpaper
a means
of inﬂ
lenges
it
faces.
The
sections
centre
around
early on. Differently from Egypt, at least
the terms
some,
if not‘cooperation’
most, of theand
other‘collabora12 Arab
tion’,
both
at
the
scientific
and broader
countries acknowledge the value
of the
regional
level, as
the mainstay
what
we
2010
Mandate,
which
they see asofstill
valid.
have
thus
far
called
peacebuilding,
which
In their joint working paper of 4 May 2017
is a somewhat
term for
enhancing
they
support a vague
“consultative
process”
(para.
security/stability.
11.d) under the auspices of the UN and
the three depositary states, leading to the
“immediate convening” (para. 11.b; emphases
in original in bold) of a WMD/DVs
conference. But all 13 Arab states are united
in considering that the 1995 Resolution on
the Middle East is still the basic document
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Box No. 1: The Ro

The Genesis of SESAME:
Creating Opportunities to
Promote Regional Security
The idea of scientific cooperation aimed
at fostering peace and cooperation in
the Middle East has been raised on several occasions, in particular by Dr Abdus
Salam, the Pakistani Nobel Prize laureate (Salam, 1979). The model of the Geneva-based CERN complex, which had
shown that scientific collaboration was
possible among adversaries during the
Cold War, was in many people’s minds.
Looking back, the major CERN scientists,
who became key drivers of SESAME, cited a number of cases where CERN-related dialogue between Western scientists
and the West’s ideological opponents in
the Soviet Union and China successfully
worked as a confidence-building measure
(Schopper, 2016). The Arab-Israeli Peace
Process that started at the 1991 Madrid
Conference, followed by the 1993/5 Israeli-Palestinian Oslo Accords, created a new
positive atmosphere in the region. The
Egyptian Minister of Higher Education,
Venice Gouda, and two theoretical physicists, Eliezer Rabinovici from the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem and Sergio Fubini
from the University of Turin with strong
links to CERN, met in 1995 to establish
the Middle East Scientific Cooperation
Committee (MESCC) to promote Arab-Israeli cooperation (CERN, 2015).
However, the real launch of the SESAME project resulted from an opportunity
offered by Germany. The BESSY I synchrotron located near Berlin was decommissioned in 1999, to be replaced with a
new-generation machine (BESSY II), and
became available to be transferred to the
Middle East. Several scientists encouraged
this initiative: in addition to Fubini, they
included Herman Winick, a US professor
at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center;
Gustav-Adolf Voss, the German Director of the DESY synchrotron; and Tord
Ekelöf, a Swedish professor at Uppsala
University.
After a series of meetings of Arab and Israeli scientists in 1997 and 1998, the for-

mer Director-General of CERN, Herwig
Schopper, who the MESCC designated as
chair of the SESAME project’s planning
committee, called on the Director-General
of UNESCO, Federico Mayor, to support
the SESAME endeavour as an international venture similar to the Geneva-based
CERN accelerator complex. Rapidly, in
June 1999, a regional group of countries
decided to launch the project, and one year
later Jordan was approved as its host country, “after difficult negotiations by secret
vote of the Interim Council”, according to
Schopper (2016). Jordan was selected because it was regarded as a politically moderate, relatively stable country with good/
official relations with all its neighbours,
including Israel. Also, King Abdullah II’s
involvement and support were central to
bringing SESAME to Jordan – and into
being. In 2000, reassured by the establishment of SESAME under the auspices of
UNESCO and with financial support from
donors, the German government decided
to donate the BESSY I synchrotron to the
regional project.
After an official ceremony in January
2003, SESAME officially came into existence in April 2004 when its Permanent
Council was established. The Founding
Members were Bahrain, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Pakistan, and Turkey, who were later
joined by Cyprus, Iran, and the Palestinian Authority. Observers are Brazil, Canada, CERN, China, the European Union
(EU), France, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Japan, Kuwait, Portugal, the Russian Federation, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom, and the United States.
Herwig Schopper was elected President
of the Council with two vice Presidents
(Dr Khaled Toukan from Jordan and Dr
Dincer Ülkü from Turkey). The project’s
first premises were formally opened in
November 2008 by King Abdullah II of
Jordan (CERN, 2015), who also officially
inaugurated the whole compound on 16
May 2017 (CERN, 2017; see also Lindinger, 2017).
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» […] Despite its at times rocky
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In short, despite its at times rocky history,
SESAME has become not only a multilateral success story, but can be regarded as
a rare – if not unique – case of an institutional transfer from a Europe-based re-
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Box No. 1: The Road Map as a Controversial Issue
For the Arab countries, a road map was an important element from early on, as the “Arab
proposal
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Final declaration
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Functioning:
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lighted as a central feature of this tech-

Collaboration

no-scientific enterprise. Science policy

The “Sandra’s List” document of 26 November 2013
issued
by the Ofﬁ
of the Facilitator,
creeps
in, because
thecesecond
point banhowever, was vague and inconclusive on the issuening
of a road
map, while
the “Informal
Orientation
military
research
makes
SESAME
a
When the donation of the German BESSY
Paper” by the Facilitator’s Ofﬁce on 28 November
2014civilian,
presented
the topics project.
mentioned
in
purely
transparent
There
I machine was envisaged, some scientists
the following in brackets, i.e. as unresolved: the
creation of a coordinating committee “to
pointed to its capacity to produce pluto- is no doubt as to the priority of the scifoster the political dialogue in the region” and theentific
settingcharacter
up of two expert
groups, one
of SESAME
and on
its the
aim
nium and therefore to create a risk of nuand the other
on unspeciﬁ
ed conﬁon
properties of the zone and on veriﬁcation and compliance,
of
undertaking
world-class
research
clear proliferation. Confronting his main
dence- and security-building measure [CSBMs] and
cooperation
in from
the Middle
East.and
Also,
in
subjects
ranging
biology
medcritic, chemist Reinhard Brandt, Herwig
further steps to enhance security
a vague way, the “Informal Orientation Paper” “consider[s]
Schopper demonstrated that the SESA- ical sciences through materials science,
possible
further
and cooperation in the region of the Middle East,physics,
includingand
the convening
chemistryof to
archaeology.
ME accelerator could only produce single
(emphases
added).
Expert Groups and the possibility of a new Conference”
Although
the term
“international coop-

atoms of uranium or plutonium that are
totally insufficient to produce the quantity eration” appears in this basic document,
The strong differences in terms of concreteness and
the commitment to establish a formalised
needed to manufacture a nuclear weapon it is strictly confined to SESAME’s activconference process could not be overcome. (All
cited
were tabled
during
the
ities
as documents
described above
and also
reflects
(Schopper, 2017). The fully peaceful and
Glion/Geneva consultations but not made public.).
the
self-understanding
of
the
scientists
incooperative nature of the project was thus
volved
in
the
project
as
being
mainly
guidconfirmed.
Ministry
invitedstandards.
several Track
1.5 experts
ed by cognitive
Nothing
points
ofﬁunderlying
cials representing,
among others,
to the
politico-normative
unIn the spirit of its creation on the CERN and
three ofco-conveners
(the
Russian
derpinning
this multilateral
undertaking
model, the structure and institutional base the
and
– as if theseUnited
realmsKingdom
could be [UK],
effectively
of the project combine decision-making Federation,
States
separated
from[US]).
each other.
powers (and funding) by representatives United
of governments with a process whereby
And yet SESAME’s
drivers
and supthat the key
Arab
governments
scientists and researchers strongly influ- Indicating
porting
institutions
also
acknowledge
in
ence the functioning of the organisation. wanted to play their active part the
relevance oftheitsstalemate
politico-scientific
goals.
of non-commuHerwig Schopper (2016) has aptly empha- overcoming
The multilateral
settinglevel
andthe
theSecretaryworking
at the regional
sized the close and complex links between nication,
mode
of
cooperation,
focused
as
is on
scientists and politicians by stressing that General of the Arab League had italready
synchrotron-related
research,
are
assoan undertaking like SESAME require sci- decided in March 2016 to establish a Wise
ciated with
the objective
of “[b]uilding
Commission
consisting
initially
entific, administrative, and political efforts Persons
scientific
and
cultural
bridges
between
The
at a “lower level” that “irradiate” upwards of six people, later extended to ten.
neighbouring
countries,who
promoting
underof the members,
were requested
to “even [the] highest government levels”. report
standing
through
internaevaluateand
andtolerance
propose new
zone-related
SESAME’s purpose (UNESCO, 2004), ac- to
tional
cooperation,
and
fostering
a
regionwas
cording to its statutes deposited with UN- ideas and options on how to proceed,
al
community
of
scientific
users
who
the
ESCO, (“Purpose and Functions”), is to due in March 2017, immediately before will
work NPT
together
at SESAME”
(UNESCO,
PrepCom,
but the Commission
“provide for collaboration in the Middle First
2017a).
the same
the EU,
as the
notInissue
an vein,
outcome
document
East and the Mediterranean Region with did
main
contributor
to
the
facility
north
of
free access to all scientists of SESAME (Pugwash, 2017). On 25 January 2017
Amman,
has
emphasized
that
“SESAME
Members in relevant areas of research” representatives of all three co-conveners
is a testament
to the
that science
diin Amman
withfact
members
of this
– being also open to scientists from the met
plomacy
and
international
cooperation
“whole world, in basic and applied re- Commission.
search using synchrotron radiation or can build bridges between people and
nations, and
encourage
peaceful
relations
in Moscow,
Nagasaki,
or Amman,
closely related topics”. Also, “SESAME Whether
where
other
kinds
of
politics
and
diploshall not undertake classified work for mil- in terms of substance, the vital differmacy
fail”.
How
can
this
be
achieved?
By
itary purposes or other secret research and ences especially among the major regional
bringing
together
scientists
from
different
the results of its experimental and theoret- actors could not be bridged. In Moscow,
countries to– work
“under
same repreroof ”
not only
the the
regional
ical activities shall be ultimately published everybody
(EU,
2017).
While
such
statements
may
at
sentatives, but also others – repeated the
or otherwise made generally available”.
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positions they held before the 2015 NPT
RevCon. This is why the Russian Foreign
Ministry did not plan a follow-up meeting
at
thatgive
time.
gathering
Nagasaki
times
theThe
impression
thatindonors
are
was
a variation
on the theme.
A very
short
overselling
SESAME’s
impulses
for peace,
Foreign
media release
Japanese
they andMinistry
other supporters
haveinpointed
to
only
mentioned
“that the
meeting
was held–
the project’s
growing
users’
community
without
In Amman,
the
but with any
the substance”.
implication that
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three
representatives
the co-conveners
automatically
leads toof peace.
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and
the members
the Wise
Persons
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have, of ofcourse,
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Commission
the to
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game
valid point byplayed
referring
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benefits
the multilateral
large-scale
the
three(see
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project
below).
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governing
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East/Gulf
bridge
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and
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supply
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CO, 2004).in Although
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of
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the context
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each
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is
the
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prerogaPrepCom in Vienna. They repeat the
tive, in practice
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to be
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(including
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of
represented
by
both
a
government
official
the working paper submitted by Bahrain
andbehalf
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the
on
of the Decisions,
Arab Groupincluding
on 22 April
election
of
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President,
are
adopted
by
2015 during the NPT RevCon in Newa
two-thirds
majority,
which
requires
high
York).
Seeing
the ball
to be
in the acourt
degree
of
unity
among
the
Members,
but
of the co-conveners implies that the Arab
prevents
domination
by
some
stakeholders
countries did not come up with a uniﬁed
and protects
minority
groups.
position
in Vienna
on how
to move forward
on the issue. And yet the cracks among
Since
the Council
only
meets
twice aItyear
or
the
Arab
states are
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is not
for
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sessions,
the
daily
manby accident that Egypt looked isolated in
agement while
of thetheorganisation
is entrusted
Vienna,
group of the
other 12
to
the
Directorate
with
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five
Support
Arab countries is not homogeneous. Offices (Chart in SESAME, 2019). The cooperative
spiritdifferent
and structure
not always
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storiesdofrom
Arab
prevent
the
long-standing
rivalries
characdecision-makers in personal encounters
at
terising
Middle
East from
the
Firstthe
NPT
PrepCom.
Some resurfacing,
representaas wetold
willussee
However, the
tives
thatbelow.
the disagreement
wasPresionly
dent
of
the
Council,
Rolf-Dieter
Heuer, a
a matter of tactics – the Secretary-General
former
CERN
Director-General,
posof
the Arab
League,
reﬂecting the was
majority
itive
and
optimistic
about
SESAME’s
acof the members, had decided accordingly.
tivities
in
an
interview
with
Frankfurter
AllThree Gulf countries – Kuwait, Saudi
gemeine Zeitung
(2017).
HeArab
emphasized
that
Arabia,
and the
United
Emirates
–
“it
is
a
small
miracle
when
Jordan,
Turkey,
were in favour of making use of the First
Cyprus, Pakistan,
Palestine,
Israel,
Egypt
PrepCom
by coming
up with
a position
and
Iran
join
forces
and
engage
in
a
largepaper as a means of inﬂuencing the debate
scale
scientific
research
project
and
early on. Differently from Egypt, at overleast
come religious
and political
barriers”.
This
some,
if not most,
of the other
12 Arab
echoes
Schopper’s
(2016)
earlier
remark
countries acknowledge the value of the
that Mandate,
such a large-scale
2010
which theytechno-scientific
see as still valid.
project
is
associated
In their joint working with
paperthe
of 4promotion
May 2017
of
human
values
like
rationality,
they support a “consultative process” hones(para.
ty, andunder
tolerance.
In moreofspecific
11.d)
the auspices
the UNterms
and
(making
horizontal
replication
the
the
threeany
depositary
states,
leading of
to the
SESAME
model
almost
impossible),
and
“immediate convening” (para. 11.b; emphases
diverging
from
other of
cooperative
initiain
original
in allbold)
a WMD/DVs
tives
in
the
Middle
East
and
beyond,
scienconference. But all 13 Arab states are united
tists
speak withthat
a specifically
authoritative
in
considering
the 1995 Resolution
on
voice
by
using
techno-scientific
the Middle East is still the basic arguments
document
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to cover up ideological differences, and thus are able to reach
agreements especially with authoritarian rulers (Schopper, 2016).
Against this mixed backdrop it would be interesting to learn if
SESAME’s internal rules and regulations provide for mechanisms
to resolve disputes.

SESAME’s Achievements and Prospects:
Operational Research with (Potential) Benefits
Non-experts may wonder what synchrotrons are and what they
are used for. They are large machines that produce very powerful beams of bright X-ray light. In a synchrotron, bunches of
charged particles – in this case electrons – circulate at nearly the
speed of light for several hours inside a long ring-shaped tube
under vacuum. As magnets surrounding the tube bend their trajectories, the dancing electrons radiate energy, so-called synchrotron radiation or synchrotron light, with wavelengths that range
from infrared radiation to X-rays. The emitted light is collected
by different beamlines and is guided through a set of lenses and
instruments, where the X-rays illuminate and interact with samples of material being studied (EU, 2017).
Today the 60 synchrotrons in the world, including SESAME, are
used for a wide range of applications ranging from condensed
matter physics to structural biology, environmental science, and
cultural heritage (see Figure 1). SESAME will explore environmental and material sciences with links to industries in the Middle
East region (ESRF, 2019). According to UNESCO (2017b), SESAME will generate several beamlines designed to produce light
with a range of characteristics suited for the types of applications
mentioned above. Some 300 Middle East scientists have taken
part in the selection of projects for SESAME from the 70 proposals received; these projects are now operational or will be in
the near future (SESAME, 2019).
Figure 1: Summary of Possible SESAME Applications
of Interest to Its Members

Source: Based on Schopper (2017).

For the Arab coun

proposal
Although it may still be too early to provide solid facts
aboutfor 201
Conference
SESAME’s achievements and benefits, the main mechanism
for Final D
and
the 2010 Mand
involving the current and potential users’ community has
become
Conference
clear. Young scientists and graduate students in research
insti- should
should also draw
tutes and universities especially in the Middle East areItregarded
reporting, speciﬁc
as constituting the major Membership of the users’ community.
They are expected to visit the laboratory periodically toconvening
carry out of thes
follow-up conf
experiments, mostly in cooperation with others. So far ofa aconsidtation of a “compr
erable number of the 300 Middle East scientists who participated
within
the working
in the selection of projects and who are working in the
broad
Preparatory
range of disciplines mentioned above have used the meetings
and Comm
training opportunities supported by UNESCO and the IAEA.
The “Sandra’s
Lis
In addition, many of the world’s synchrotron laboratories
have
however, was vagu
established special training fellowships that scientists interested
by the Fac
in working at the Amman facility will be able to utilise.Paper”
As more
following
beamlines are built, SESAME’s users’ community couldthegrow
to in br
foster the political
1,000 or more (UNESCO, 2017a; SESAME, 2019).

properties of the zo

In terms of (potential) benefits, donors such as the EUdencehave emand securi
phasized that SESAME contributes to stabilizing the Middle
East
a vague
way, the “
by “boosting economic growth locally and helping to prevent
or
and cooperation
in
reverse the risk of brain drain” in the region (EU, 2017)Expert
and will
Groups and
attract many of the Middle East’s young people to pursue higher
education in the sciences as a way of contributing to theThe
developstrong differen
ment of knowledge-based economies in their countriesconference
of origin proces
(UNESCO, 2017b). Concrete figures would certainly be
helpful
Glion/Geneva
con
to endorse these claims. In addition, the locally based SESAME
will be especially relevant for women scientists from the region
who might face additional obstacles while travelling abroad (Grotelüschen, 2017).

Challenges Abound: Demanding Funding
Needs and Political Frictions amid Defiant
Signs of Optimism
As Herwig Schopper (2017), the Founding President of SESAME’s Council, has explained, in light of the initial funding needs
for both investment and operating costs, an original and innovative strategy was chosen that made use of the specific multilateral
setting by targeting a mix of regional and extra-regional actors/
donors. The costs were shared by several stakeholders, the major
donors being outside the Middle East:
•

Jordan paid for the site preparation, building, and infrastructure (roads, electricity, and water).

•

SESAME Members fund the annual operating budget (including items such as salaries and various consumables).

•

Among the facility’s technical components, Germany donated the injection system, the EU partly financed the main ring,
and Observers provided some in-kind contributions.

•

Other laboratories or individual Members’ specific projects
funded the beamlines.

•

Finally, extra-budgetary contributions from the IAEA, the
United States, and other donors covered the costs of the
training of technicians and scientists.
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Box No. 1: The Road Map as a Controversial Issue
For the Arab countries, a road map was an important element from early on, as the “Arab
proposal for 2012 conference Final declaration
paper/Elements
for 2012
Untildocument
2016 the total
in-cash contributions
Conference Final Document” shows. On the basis
of theestimated
1995 Resolution
on the$100
Middlemillion
East
were
at about
and the 2010 Mandate/Middle East Action Plan, the
draft concluding
the Helsinki
(without
training document
funding). of
However,
this
Conference should deﬁne and adopt a formalisedseemingly
conference successful
process following
the gathering.
strategy
could not
It should also draw up a detailed road map with prevent
concreteproblems
to-be-met arising.
dates and
Asaccountable
Rolf-Dieter
reporting, speciﬁcally: the creation of three working
groups
on the (Frankfurter
WMD/DVs-free
zone; the
Heuer
explained
Allgemeine
Zeiconvening of these working groups “on a regulartung,
basis
everyinthree
2017),
2012,months”; the convening
of a follow-up conference “on an annual basis until the zone is established”; and the presenwas
in financialand
crisis.
The
tation of a “comprehensive report on the outcomethe
of project
the 2012
Conference,
progress
turn
came
when
Israel,
Iran,
Jordan,
within the working groups, to be presented to successive NPT Review Conferences and their
and Turkey agreed each to pledge
Preparatory Committee meetings”.

millions of dollars in addition. As a
result,
thebyEuropean
freed up
The “Sandra’s List” document of 26 November 2013
issued
the OfﬁceUnion
of the Facilitator,
funds
with
which
CERN
was
able to
however, was vague and inconclusive on the issue of a road map, while the “Informal Orientation
build
the
deflection
magnets
for
thein
Paper” by the Facilitator’s Ofﬁce on 28 November 2014 presented the topics mentioned
133-meter-long
storage
ring.
the following in brackets, i.e. as unresolved: the creation of a coordinating committee “to

foster the political dialogue in the region” and the setting up of two expert groups, one on the
on unspeciﬁ
conﬁproperties of the zone and on veriﬁcation and compliance,
Had the and
oil- the
andother
gas-rich
Gulf ed
countries
dence- and security-building measure [CSBMs] and
cooperation
in
the
Middle
East.
Also,
in
agreed to join the project, this financial
further
steps
to
enhance
security
a vague way, the “Informal Orientation Paper” “consider[s]
crisis would have been avoided.
and cooperation in the region of the Middle East, including the convening of possible further
(emphases
added).
Expert Groups and the possibility of a new Conference”
Structural
financial
problems remain, but

» SESAME’s politico-symbolic
value should not be overlooked, since
it is ‘one of the few projects in the
region today where transnational
dialogue is continuing despite a very
difficult context’. «

some have in part been solved. One of
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the commitment
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highestto establish
operatinga formalised
costs was
conference process could not be overcome. (All
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tabled at
during
the
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electricity
bills were
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energy pronication,
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level the
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Jordan
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a Wise
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Persons
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provided by
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ME,
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Apart
fromand
financial
SESAto
evaluate
proposechallenges,
new zone-related
ME
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not
remain
completely
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ideas and options on how to proceed, was
frominthe
political
that before
affect the
the
due
March
2017,divisions
immediately
Middle
East.
As
Israeli
SESAME
pioneer
First NPT PrepCom, but the Commission
Eliezer
did
notRabinovici
issue anrecalled:
outcome document
(Pugwash, 2017). On 25 January 2017
Politics very of
rarely
entered
into our
representatives
all three
co-conveners
discussions.
There
were
three
met in Amman with members times
of this
over the 20 years (it took to set up
Commission.
SESAME) where I remember politics
attempted
to enter,Nagasaki,
and the SESAME
Whether
in Moscow,
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adopted
a
resolution
it
in terms of substance,
the vitalthat
differwill
not
debate
or
issue
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ences especially among the major regional
any political
[…] SoIninMoscow,
three
actors
could notissues.
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positions they held before the 2015 NPT
RevCon. This is why the Russian Foreign
Ministry did not plan a follow-up meeting
at places
that time.
TheAmman,
gatheringand
in Nagasaki
[Paris,
Cairo]
was
a variation
on thethat
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A very
short
there
was a danger
politics
threatForeign
Ministry
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Japanese
ened the
fibre media
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we
only
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“thatIthe
meeting
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overcame
it, and
hope
we became
without
anybysubstance”.
stronger
overcomingInit Amman,
(quoted inthe
three
representatives
Deighton,
2017). of the co-conveners
and the members of the Wise Persons
Commission played the ping-pong game
Themutual
officialexpectations
opening ceremony
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while
Jordan’s
King
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II
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was need
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addition,
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of the
aInmatter
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community
allow
for
exchange
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of the Arab League, reﬂecting the majority
views.
About
100
scientists
usually
take
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part outGulf
of the
community
of currently
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countries
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Saudi
some
800
people.
Also,
the
con-–
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structed
Guest
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is
open
for
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scientists.
As the
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PrepCom
by coming
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a position
are
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conducted
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a
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paper as a means of inﬂuencing thelevel
debate
small
working
groups,
political
frictions
do
early on. Differently from Egypt, at least
not occur:
were
at least
two
some,
if notamong
most,them
of the
other
12 Arab
Israeli
groups
doing
experimental
work
to
countries acknowledge the value of the
their
satisfaction.
2010 Mandate, which they see as still valid.
In
their also
joint on
working
paper of
4 May
2017
Again,
a broader
scale,
SESAthey
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a
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process”
(para.
ME’s politico-symbolic value should not
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under thesince
auspices
of theof UN
be overlooked,
it is “one
the and
few
the
three
depositary
states,
leading
the
projects in the region today where to
trans“immediate
convening”
(para.
11.b;
emphases
national dialogue is continuing despite a
in
bold) (EU,
of a 2017).
WMD/DVs
veryoriginal
difficultincontext”
Israeconference. But all 13 Arab states are united
in considering that the 1995 Resolution on
the Middle East is still the basic document
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li physicist Rabinovici has seconded this,
emphasizing that although SESAME will
not impact on the peace process in the
region to any great extent, it is a sign of
hope that there is an alternative to conflict
and bloodshed (Grotelüschen, 2017).

SESAME’s Staff and Users’
Community: Encouraging
Interest in the Technical
Dimensions of the Relevant
Policy Areas as a Way of
Strengthening Securitybuilding
SESAME’s main initiators, such as Herwig
Schopper and Eliezer Rabinovici, as well
as major donors and supporters (e.g. the
EU and UNESCO) have been reluctant to
consider, if not outright negative towards,
the possible horizontal transfer of the
SESAME model as a “beacon of science
diplomacy” (UNESCO, 2017b) to other
initiatives working in various policy fields
ranging from the environment to water,
the economy, energy, and military/disarmament-related security. Their reluctance
is understandable and convincing, given
the many differences between SESAME as
a large-scale techno-scientific project with
its own complexities, standards, funding
strategies, and dynamics, on the one hand,
and often small-scale, civil-society-led initiatives, on the other. Rabinovici has talked only in very general metaphorical terms
about this aspect: “We built a small lighthouse that people could gain support from
when they try to embark on future projects
which are in the same [cooperative, stimulating] spirit” (quoted in Deighton, 2017).
The Israeli scientist working on the project, like Schopper, has been thinking in
terms of a vertical increase of SESAME’s impact, i.e. extending the number of
beamlines, thus enlarging the project and
increasing the number of SESAME users
to 1,000 or even more. Such a development would in principle, although not in
linear terms, increase the potential for extending scientific cooperation and its positive effects to other areas. UNESCO (2019
– “The Users of SESAME”) has stressed
that the mostly young users, i.e. scholars

and graduate students, after having been
exposed for a couple of weeks at SESAME to the highest scientific standards in an
environment that stimulates international
collaboration, “will bring back scientific
expertise and knowledge, which they [will]
share with their colleagues and students at
home”. In addition, as already mentioned,
users have a variety of training opportunities available to them such as workshops
to communicate and foster their knowledge. The former President of SESAME’s
Council, Chris Llewellyn Smith, stressed
that, “nurtured” by SESAME’s training
programmes, a large number of scientists
in the region who had become interested
in using the Amman facility would obviously “hope that the diverse Members
could work together harmoniously” (quoted in UNESCO, 2017b).
It is at this point that concrete and cautious proposals could be made to address
SESAME’s users’ community via a variety
of capacity-building initiatives to strengthen the project’s security-/stability-building
efforts, which do not seem to be supported to the same extent as the techno-scientific training opportunities and events that
the project offers. For the purposes of this
paper, we wonder whether it is true to say
that scientific cooperation is continuously
and invariably harmonious, can be strictly
confined to scientific matters only, and automatically leads to the building of bridges
between countries and/or cultures.
As we have shown, even the scientists at
SESAME do not live in a vacuum, and
the social practice of cooperating as scientists will at least to some extent reveal
the human beings behind the scientific
personae, each of whom will have his/her
own specific history, country profile, and
cultural context and experiences. We wish
to make the case that it would be helpful
to strengthen SESAME’s explicit peacebuilding element, but without, of course,
jeopardizing the self-understanding of
the scientists involved that they should be
mainly guided by scientific standards. The
dual role of the scientist-cum-disarmament/non-proliferation expert, examples
of which do exist in the Middle East and
could be described as the ideal type for our
purposes, would in practice not be very at-

For the Arab coun

proposal
tractive to the community of young
usersfor 201
Conference
who work at SESAME. Therefore,
a scien- Final D
and the
2010 Mand
tist who is informed on the region’s
wider
Conference
security-/stability-related matters
would should
be our favourite type of expert. It should also draw

reporting, speciﬁc

With this much more modestconvening
goal in of thes
mind, flexible and perhaps mainly
of a inforfollow-up conf
mal and pragmatic ways of reaching
outa “compr
tation of
to the technically oriented users’within
commuthe working
nity would be adequate for ourPreparatory
purpose, Comm
and could be discussed (if not developed)
jointly with the SESAME leadership,
iniThe “Sandra’s
Lis
tially perhaps outside the Amman
facility.
however, was vagu
The current Director, Dr KhaledPaper”
Toukan,
by the Fac
who is also Chairman of Jordan’s
theAtomic
following in br
Energy Commission and recognised
foster as
theapolitical
most experienced expert in the field,
could
properties of the zo
play an important role here, toodence– given
and securi
the fact that he has been active ina virtually
vague way, the “
all the arenas and activities listedand
below.
cooperation in

Expert Groups and

We suggest starting with a distinct technical focus associated with the mission
and
The strong differen
work of the IAEA, and for obvious
reaconference proces
sons confined to the CBRN area.
Among
Glion/Geneva con
the international organisations working
in this area, the IAEA stands out due to
the variety of tasks that the Vienna-based
watchdog on nuclear security/safety has
been tasked with in the context of the
Nuclear Security Summits and in the aftermath of Jordan’s chairing of the Nuclear
Security Contact Group in 2017/18 (Auda,
2019). The relevant “Action Plan” for the
IAEA issued at the previous Nuclear Security Summit in Washington, D.C., in April
2016 highlights the agency’s essential role
in strengthening the international nuclear
security architecture and the leading role it
plays in developing guidelines on nuclear
security. It also coordinates cooperation
among centres of excellence (see also below) and nuclear training and support centres, and produces guidance and provides
training to address the threat of cyber attacks on nuclear and other radioactive material and associated facilities. In addition,
the Nuclear Security Contact Group meets
annually on the margins of the IAEA’s
General Conference to address current
and emerging nuclear challenges.
We regard the activities of two Amman-based institutions as being vital to
our attempts to encourage the SESAME
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Box No. 1: The Road Map as a Controversial Issue
For the Arab countries, a road map was an important element from early on, as the “Arab
proposal
for to2012
conference
Final
declaration document paper/Elements for 2012
community
address
politically
relevant
Conclusions
and on the Middle East
Conference
Final Document” shows. On the basis
of the 1995 Resolution
technical issues:
Recommendations:
and the 2010 Mandate/Middle East Action Plan, the draft concluding documentConcrete
of the Helsinki
• CBRN-related
activities
and expertise
to process
Reachfollowing
out tothethe
Conference
should deﬁ
ne and adopt
a formalisedSteps
conference
gathering.
at the
Middle
East
Scientific
Institute
Community
It should
also
draw up
a detailed
road
map with SESAME
concrete to-be-met
dates and accountable
for Security
(MESIS)
as part
of the
reporting,
speciﬁcally:
the creation
of three
working groups on the WMD/DVs-free zone; the
EU’s
Centres
of
Excellence
Initiative
convening of these working groups “on a regular basis every three months”; the convening
We cannot expect SESAME’s staff and
(Nasser bin
Nasser, “on
2019);
and basis until the zone is established”; and the presenof a follow-up
conference
an annual
users’ community to bring the two polititation of a “comprehensive report on the outcome of the 2012 Conference, and progress
• biological materials/weapons-related cally driven communities of non-proliferwithin the working groups, to be presented to successive NPT Review Conferences and their
activities and expertise at the Royal ation and nuclear security experts together
Preparatory Committee meetings”.

– nor should we; the main reason being
that SESAME comprises a distinct group
2013 issued by the Ofﬁce of the Facilitator,
of scientists primarily guided by scientific
however, was vague and inconclusive on the issue of a road map, while the “Informal Orientation
standards and devoted to undertaking rePaper”
by the Facilitator’s
ce on
28 been
November 2014 presented the topics mentioned in
The following
activities Ofﬁ
that
have
search. SESAME’s agenda is science- and
the
following
unresolved:
creation of a coordinating committee “to
taking
place inin brackets,
Amman i.e.
on as
a regular
ba- thenot
politics-driven – and rightly so. Its
foster
the
political
dialogue
in
the
region”
and
the
setting
up of two expert groups, one on the
sis could go one step further by providing ability to
demonstrate that communicaand
on
veriﬁ
cation
and
compliance,
and the other on unspeciﬁed conﬁproperties
of
the
zone
capacity-building seminars and discussion tion mechanisms
and cooperative settings
dencesecurity-building
[CSBMs] and cooperation in the Middle East. Also, in
forumsand
involving
a mixturemeasure
of technicalare possible in the fractured Middle East
steps to enhance security
alyvague
way, the “Informal
Paper”
and politically
relevantOrientation
issues from
all “consider[s]
is a majorfurther
achievements.
Also, its aim of
and
cooperation
in
the
region
of
the
Middle
East,
including
the
convening
of possible further
three fields (CBRN-related issues, disar- having a stabilizing impact
on the region
Conference” (emphases added).
Expert
Groups
the possibility of a new
mament,
andand
non-proliferation).
These
indirectly helps to improve conditions for
activities include:
progress in the areas of CBRN-related isThe strong differences in terms of concreteness and the commitment to establish a formalised
sues, disarmament, and non-proliferation.
conference
process
could notArms
be overcome.
cited documents were tabled during the
• The course
“Building
Control (All
The
experienced SESAME leadership –
Glion/Geneva
but notEast
madeand
public.).
Capacitiesconsultations
in the Middle
including Dr Khaled Toukan – certainly
North Africa Region” organised and know how to draw the line between not
severalbut
Track
1.5 experts
conducted by the Geneva Centre for Ministry
meddlinginvited
with politics
engaging
with
ofﬁ
cials
representing,
among
Security Policy and partners (the Jor- and
relevant policies and areas. With others,
this in
(the the
Russian
danian Ministry of Foreign Affairs the
mind three
we haveco-conveners
attempted to make
case
United
Kingdom
[UK],
and
and Expatriates, the Jordan Institute Federation,
that SESAME’s declared goal of peaceStates
[US]).
of Diplomacy, the Arab Institute for United
building needs to be further developed.
Security Studies [ACSIS], and the
Indicating
thataim
theat Arab
Swiss Foreign Ministry);
Our proposals
makinggovernments
SESAME’s
wanted
play their
part in
staff andtoits mostly
youngactive
users’ commu• the annual Amman Security Collo- overcoming
the with
stalemate
of non-community acquainted
the technical
aspects
quium and Nuclear Forum organised nication,
at the regional
levelareas
the Secretaryof three politically
relevant
– among
and sponsored by ACSIS, the Nuclear General
of the CBRN-related
Arab League issues
had already
them primarily
– in a
Threat Initiative (NTI), and various decided
March
2016way.
to establish
a Wise
cautiousinand
gradual
We respect
the
governments; and
Persons
consisting
initially
fact that Commission
SESAME’s distinct
character
is
of
later extended
to ten.
thatsixof people,
a techno-scientific
project.
AndThe
yet
• the workshop “Towards a NextGen report of the members, who were requested
we hold that scientific cooperation needs
Group of Experts on Security and to evaluate and propose new zone-related
be nurtured and is not self-propelling.
WMD Issues” organised and spon- ideas and options on how to proceed, was
Opening young scientists’ minds up to the
sored by ACSIS and the NTI.
due
in March
2017,ofimmediately
beforeareas
the
technical
aspects
the three policy
First
NPT
PrepCom,
but
the
Commission
referred
to
above
could
lead
to
the
creation
Lectures on the factual basics of the three
not issue
an informed
outcome scientist
document
of examples
of the
defields could be designed in a sensitive way did
(Pugwash,
2017).
On
25
January
2017
scribed
above.
IAEA
programmes
offer
a
for the SESAME staff and users’ commurepresentatives
of
all
three
co-conveners
variety
of
activities
that
would
assist
this
nity. Broader and more fundamental topin Amman
members
of instithis
process,
as do the with
relevant
academic
ics could focus on science and politics, the met
Commission.
tutions
based
in
Amman.
link between weapons and diplomacy, war
and peace strategies, and the dynamics of
Adequateinfunding
theor basis
for
Whether
Moscow,remains
Nagasaki,
Amman,
regional and international order.
the
multilateral
project
and
our
specific
in terms of substance, the vital differideas. especially
As notedamong
throughout
thisregional
Policy
ences
the major
actors could not be bridged. In Moscow,
everybody – not only the regional representatives, but also others – repeated the
Scientific Society in Amman (especially the Bio-Security and Bio-Safety
The “Sandra’s List” document of 26 November
Center).
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positions they held before the 2015 NPT
RevCon. This is why the Russian Foreign
Ministry did not plan a follow-up meeting
at
that time.
gathering
in structural
Nagasaki
Forum
issue, The
SESAME
faces
was
a variation
on the
theme.the
A very
financial
problems
despite
factshort
that
Foreign
Ministry
media for
release
Japanese
extra-regional
funding
twoinbeamlines
only
mentioned
“that
meeting
currently
amounts
tothe
more
than was
$10 held
milwithout
substance”.
In Amman,
the
lion (thisany
is not
at the expense
of Jordan’s
three
co-conveners
overallrepresentatives
contribution). of
Thethe
challenges
were
and
theatmembers
of the2019
Wise
Persons
tackled
the December
meeting
of
Commission
the ping-pong
the Council played
in a constructive
way.game
The
of
mutual expectations
once
again:budget
while
operational
limit of the
annual
the
three extra-regional
diplomats
stressed
amounting
to $5.288,613
is regarded
as
the
for initiatives
from of
thethe
Middle
too need
low. What
is more, some
eight
East/Gulf
to bridge
the gaps,
Members have
paid there
sharethe
forArabs
2019
in due
turntime
asked
the three
co-conveners
to
(Cyprus
and Jordan:
$518,551
supply
impulse
each; Israel
andproposals.
Turkey: $912,651, i.e. the
maximum amount possible of the capped
This
is also
the bottom
the separate
country
share).
Egyptline
wasof expected
to
working
papers by Egypt
and the
pay its contribution
($534,523)
by 12
theArab
end
countries
the the
context
of the First
NPT
of 2019, in
while
Palestinian
Authority
PrepCom
Vienna.
the
($66,385), in
Pakistan
andThey
Iran repeat
(maximum
traditional
positions
(including
of
amount each)
have not
paid theirthose
contrithe
working
paper
by Bahrain
butions
in due
timesubmitted
– in the case
of Iran
on
of theMember
Arab Group
onagain
22 April
thebehalf
sanctioned
shows
the
2015
during
the NPT
RevCon
in New
pattern
of interaction
between
politics
and
York).
Seeing the ball to be in the court
technology.
of the co-conveners implies that the Arab
The acute did
challenge
is toup
find
– preferably
countries
not come
with
a uniﬁed
aposition
regional
–
alternative
to
Iran.
As forward
indicatin Vienna on how to move
ed
in
this
P
olicy
F
orum
issue,
the
on the issue. And yet the cracks wealthy
among
GulfArab
states,
which
notvisible.
been involved
the
states
are have
highly
It is not
so accident
far in SESAME,
come
to mind.
In the
by
that Egypt
looked
isolated
in
wake
of
the
positive
funding
record
Vienna, while the group of the other of
12
extra-regional
(which makes ocArab
countries donors
is not homogeneous.
casional criticism expressed in the region
obsolete),
SESAME
Council
at itsArab
DeWe
heard the
different
stories
from
cember
2019
meeting
also
opened
up
decision-makers in personal encounters ata
newFirst
category
Associate
Membership
to
the
NPTof
PrepCom.
Some
representaexisting
Observers:
They
will
be
contacted
tives told us that the disagreement was only
a newoffunding
for providing a
aasmatter
tactics –source
the Secretary-General
maximum
share
of
one-third
highof the Arab League, reﬂecting of
thethe
majority
est
annual
amount
of
almost
$1
million.
■
of the members, had decided accordingly.
Three Gulf countries – Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates –
were in favour of making use of the First
PrepCom by coming up with a position
paper as a means of inﬂuencing the debate
early on. Differently from Egypt, at least
some, if not most, of the other 12 Arab
countries acknowledge the value of the
2010 Mandate, which they see as still valid.
In their joint working paper of 4 May 2017
they support a “consultative process” (para.
11.d) under the auspices of the UN and
the three depositary states, leading to the
“immediate convening” (para. 11.b; emphases
in original in bold) of a WMD/DVs
conference. But all 13 Arab states are united
in considering that the 1995 Resolution on
the Middle East is still the basic document
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